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The B-O
News

♦ S. Africa
Dropped
By IOC
*

LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP)-South Africa Is out of the Mexico
City Olympic Games, the International Olympic Committee said
yesterday.
The IOC said It has received
the necessary minimum of 36 votes
approving Its recommendation to
withdraw South Africa's invitation.
An IOC spokesman said at least
38 of the DCs 71 members have
thus far voted in favor of barring
South Africa, thus ensuring the
necessary simple majority.
The vote was based on an appeal made by an emergency session of the lot's executive board
* Sunday urging all IOC members to
agree to the withdrawal of an invitation to South Africa.
This reversed the postal vote
taken in Grenoble, France, during
the Winter Olympics which readmitted South Africa to the Olympic Games with a majority of three.
IOC officials contend the board
* recommended a reversal of theGrenoble decision not because of
South Africa's apartheid policies
but because it was feared that
racial tension throughout the world
would lead to demonstrations and
even physical violence against a
South African team In Mexico.
* But there seems little doubt
that the main factor that swayed
the board was the serious threat
of a boycott of the Mexico City
Games, Oct 12-27 by at least 40
nations, Including the Soviet Union.
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Oops: Convention's Ticket
Violates U.S. Constitution
By BILL MOES
Assistant Issue Editor
After more than eight hours of
debate, Saturday, the mock Republican Convention nominated Nixon
and Lindsay - an illegal ticket.
The error was discovered yesterday by Allen R. Baldwin, who
represented Vew York.
The 12th amendment to the U.S.
Constitution states: "The electors shall meet In their respective states and vote by ballot for
President and Vice President, one
of whom, at least, shall not be
an inhabitant of the same state
with themselves..."
This means that both the nominees from a party cannot be

residents of the same state when
elected. Richard Nixon and John
Lindsay, the P.-esidentlal and Vice
Presidential nominees, are both
residents of the state of New York.
Phil Campbell, chairman for the
mock convention and president ol
the campus Young Republicans said
"The educational experience overrides any slight misconception like
that. This wasn't brought out at
the convention and that's where II
should have been brought out."
The campus N1 x o n-for-presldent chairman, Ralph L. Coleman,
believed that the delegates were
too tired to be aware of the unconstltutlonallty of the sudden
Llndsav nomination. "By all

rights, Senator Charles Percy
should have been nominated on the
first ballot. The move by the
Rockefeller forces to get Lindsay
nominated was the surprise of ths
evening."
Although Dr. Howard D. Hamilton, chairman of the Political Science department was surprised to
learn that this kind of nomination
wis illegal, he considered the convention's actions of little importance.
"The Vice President is picked
to balance the ticket. One of the
these ways is to balance it geographically.
You can be sure

Dormitory residents at the University will be able to vote In
the dormitory lobby. Commuters
and graduate students may vote
In the Commuter Center, and residents of fraternity or sorority
houses will vote in the Union.
The program, sponsored by
Time magazine, will have 12
presidential candidates on the ballot as well as three questions regarding U.S. policy, both foreign
and domestic.
The listed candidates for President are:
Eugene J. McCarthy (Democrat)
Fred Halstead (Socialist Worker's )
Mirk Hatfleld (Republican)
Lynion B. Johnson (Democrat)
Robert F. Kennedy (Democrat)
John V. Lindsay (Republican)
Richard M. Nixon (Republican)
Ronald Reagan (Republican)
Nelson Rockefeller (Republican)
H irold Stassen (Republican)
George Wallace (American Independent)

Theater Plans
Roman Comedy

A Student Council open hearing on 1rugs and
• narcotics will be held In the auditorium of the new
Education Bldg., at 7 p.m. tomorrow.
The hearing, sponsored by Jeff Witjas, student
body vice president, will present a guest panel
of authorities to spsak on the nation's drug problem.
M.'iil«rs will Include: Charles Kurfess, speaker of
the Ohio House of Representatives, George Ryan,
^detective from the Toledo Police Department Morals
Squad, Dr. William Easson, physician and professor
and chairman of the department of psychiatry fo the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo, and Otto
Heinecke, director of the Chicago field office of
the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control.

"The meeting will serve a very worthwhile purpose
here, I feel," Witjas said. "From some of the discussions I've had with students on this campus, drug
usage here seems considerable."

The National Collegiate Presidential Primary, "Choice '68",
will be held today on more than
l,500campuses across the country,
with a predicted two million college students voicing their choice
for President of the United States.

(Continued On Page 6)

'Dope' Usage
Forum Topic

Witjas staled he saw the seminar serving a to/} -fold
puriio.se, to squelch rumors abjut narcotics as well
<^s inform the audience about actual dangerous aspects
to dealing with these products.
He will also add some personal commentary during
the session, having recently returned from a trip
to Miami Bsach where he states he interviewed
both users and opponents of drugs.

Collegians
To Vote
Today

TORNADO WARNINGS -- caused the Administration to cancel
classes from 3:30 to 4:10 p.m. yesterday. According to the Provost's office. University Vice President Kenneth McFall asked
all students to seek basement level shelter during the watch
period. Shown here seeking shelter in the basement of Hayes
Hall is Dr. John W. Kunstmann and his family. (Photo by Tim

Culek)

"The Pot of Gold," an ancient but timeless Roman
Comedy by Plautus, will be presented by the University Theatre, Thursday through Saturday at 8:15 p.m.
An abundance of word-play, assonance, alliteration and rlb-tlckllng word compounds build a sometimes indecent but always delightfully humorous production which Is com ined with elements of dance
and music. The translation of E.F. Walling, used in
this production, eloquently carries both the Plautlne
pun and fun.
Euclio is played by Ken Neunschwander and Staphyla,
his tippling housekeeper by Mary Gallagher. Othsrs
in the cast include: Lee Drew, Leonard Durso,
Melody Miles, Richard Hjrsh, Steve Cohen, Richard
Henzel, Olga Demldow, and Gary Chafflns. Appearing
as dancing flute girls are Elizabeth Dapogny, Linda
Lingo, Pruly Miller, Stephanie Jordanek, Ellen Feldman, and Chris Lehman.
D-. Harold B. Obee, associate professor of speech,
is directing the production and John H. Hepler,
associate professor speech, is setting and light
designer. Jann Grahm Glann, a doctoral candidate,
is musical director and choreographer.
Admission for this production is 10 cents for
University students, 25 cents for children and $1
for adults.
Tickets may be purchased at the University Box
Office, located in front of the Jos E. Brovu Theatre
in University Hall, anl reservations may be made
by calling 353-8411, extension 3303, from '1 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. dally.
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"Lei's Put II This Way — I'm Nol Running Aicay"

SDS -- Leaders Or Demagogues?

«M'MMM»ir»r

^AxJmjik
'Choice '68'
I'lm chance for CollegialOS to voice their opinions on presidential candidates has come about through 'Choice '68,' a national collegiate presidential primary.
In addition, the primary today will be open to ull students.
Nationally, 1,500 colleges and universities will participate in
the election, giving 'Choice '68' a potential voting electorate of
more thun six million students.
The idea of such a student expression poll was developed by
students. Costs are to be underwritten by Time Magazine us a
public service.
It is the hope that 'Choice '68' will provide a sumpling to the
nation of what is on the collegiate's mind. Plenty of polls already exist showing that today's college person is well educated
and interested in national affairs. This opportunity to demonstrate dramatically how he "thinks" should not be passed by.
Voting will tuke place on a non-partisan basis, with all frontrunning Republican and Democratic nominees' names listed.
Three pressing national issues also appear on the ballots
deuling with Vietnam and the urban crisis our large cities face.
In short, when students here und across the country can voice
their opinions in so dramatic and telling a way as 'Choice '68',
there can be no excuse for disinterest and the passive attitude
of some who feel their vote doesn't matter anyhow.
We are being given the chance to make ourselves heard.
Let's lake advantage of it.

Angel Flight
Congratulations Angel Flight members: 1968 National Intercollegiate Co-ed Drill Champions und winners of the Purdue
Cup, symbolic of the outstanding chupter in the nation.
However, the locul chupter does not confine its uctivity to
competition. Throughout the year the Angel Flight members
have been active in the areas of public service und welfure featuring visits und gifts to the Muumee Youth Camp und the muiling of Christmas boxes to Viet Num.
The University is proud to have the top Angel Flight Chupter
both in competition and public service. Congrutulutions.
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The news story on the front page of the BG News
on March IS and the column written by Nick Llcate
In April require some response. Mr. Llcate seems
desperately to be trying to shed the Image of the
national organization whose name his campus group
have seen fit to adopt. It Is noteworthy that there
his been no local publicity yet about a nationwide
ten days of violence and disruption planned for April
21-30. It would appear that perhaps the local SOS
plans only a Viet Nam protest. But, It seems timely
that rational students, faculty and administrators
pause and take stock of the true situation.
This national program, called "Ten Days to Shake
the Empire," Is being sponsored and promoted by
Students for Democratic Society. I will again be
accused of "guilt by association", but this does not
remove the fact that the national organization of
SDS Is continuously reported by the Justice Department as communist inspired and controlled.
SDS*s dally paper, appropriately named "Firebomb", concedes that the program Is an all-out
effort to destroy the existing American Institutions.
BARRON'S national business and financial weekly
on March 11, 1968 gave a detailed review of th; plans
for the SDS "Ten Days In April".
The Intellectual Cultural Congress held in Havana, Cuba, January 7-12, 1968, attended Illegally
by the Editor of LIBERATION and other SD;,' leaders,
praised this attack on American institutions. The
"3-D" policy guidelines for radical American youth
were prominently acclaimed. These standards urge
American youth to:
Flrst-desantlfy authority. This is advocated against
the authority of the law, economic system, parents,
elected political leaders, and God. After anarchy
Is thus created, then communism steps in to "restore order."
Second-disrupt every institution of society through
Wilch authority Is exercised. This means the police,
armed forces, family, schools, universities, business
firms, banks and the church.
Third-drop-out. This calls for a withdrawal of
respect for the values of a society, such as working
for a living, merit rewards, dressing acceptably,
saluting the flag, serving in the armed forces, and
obeying the law.
To counteract this Influence, I call upon all serious-minded students to support those many patriotic, professional, service, fraternal, political and
educational organizations which have pledged themselves to the American way of life and to the preservation of the American Institutions--even when to
do so means giving up one's own life.
The disruption of the activities of the campus
or of the local or national government is intolerable

and cannot be permitted. The right of a minority
to dissent does not Include Interference with the*
educational process of the majority nor with the legal Institutions of the political units. Law and order
cannot exist without sanctions and force behind them.
D'.ssent does not arise today In America because
the right to dissent Is being suppressed. The problem arises because the dissenters assert rights
and privileges which ordinary law-abiding citizens
do not claim. We have an utter prostitution of the*
right to dissent and a flagrant abuse of freedom of
speech when we advocate disruption of the law
and thus violently deprive the majority of their
rights to peacefully go about their business, education, and dally lives.
I claim no authorship for the statement which I
have previously made that we too often forget that
FREEDOM has a price—and that price is RESPON-*
SIBILITY. Freedom without responsibility becomes
license; and license Is the utter absence of Freedom. In an ordered society of mankind there is no
such thing as unrestricted freedom or llbety—
either for Individuals or for nations. Liberty itself Is the product of restraints. It is Inherently
a composite of all restraints, and it dies when
restraints are withdrawn. Thus, freedom Is not ^
an absence of restraints, but is a collection of all
restraints upon all peoples and all nations.
We must reverse the current trend which claims
that one can perm'sslvely violate those rules of
conduct and laws with which we do not personally
agree. We must recognize that no society (whether
free or tyrannical) can give Its citizens the "right"
to break the law. We must stand for freedom UNDER
the law, not for freedom AGAINST the law. We*
only become truly free when we are Inwardly bound
by a sense of responsibility to the order of things.
Tne law is not static, and while we cannot accept
the right to disobey the law, we must recognize
that if a law Is oppressive or coercive, many established channels for change are constantly available.
Thus , I urge the campus community to reflect «
upon these Issues and to support sane activities
during the weeks ahead. Even the protestors must
remember that without the very order which they
challenge they would have no security within which
to protest and demonstrate. I would not have It
otherwise. But, I feel that all should remember that
there are alternatives to disruption and violence.
As former President Elsenhower states in the April,
1968, "Reader's Digest," "Let's close ranks on <•
the home front". Let's have more talk about what's
right with America.

Letters From Our Readers
Real Concern
It's easy to say you are concerned about the racial problems
In our country. But saying is not
doing, and r/e have reached the
point where something must be
done.
"Reaction to last summer's disorders has quickened the movement and deepened the division.
Discrimination and segregation
have long permeated much of
American life; they now threaten
the future of every American."
These are the words of the
recently published report by the
National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders. This report, also
known as the Kerner Report, Is
the result of an extensive lnves-

The B-C News is published
Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school year,
and once a week during summer sessions, under authority of the Publications Committee
of Bowling Green
State University.
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns in the News do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration, faculty or staff
or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists
do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the B-G News.
Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of members of the B-G
News Editorial Board.

tlgaUon of over 150 cities which
reported disorders in Negro neighborhoods during the summer of
1967.
The Commission approached the
problem by asking three basic
questions: What happened? Why
did It happen? What can be done
to prevent it from happening again?
"Our Investigation of the 1967
riot cities establishes that virtually every major episode of violence was foreshadowed by an
accumulation of unresolved grievances and by widespread dissatisfaction among Negroes with the
unwillingness or Inability of local
governments to respond."
Realizing that abstract propositions are no longer beneficial, the
Commission makes concrete recommendations for city, state and
federal action; for the police and
community; for damage repair and
compensation; for news media coverage of disturbances; for employment and education programs; for
housing; and for the welfare system.
"This is our basic conclusion:
Our Nation Is moving toward socltles , one black, one whiterseparate and unequal.
"Violence and destruction must
be ended—In the streets of the
ghetto and In the lives of the people."
The Kerner Report will be put
on the reference shelf of our Library this week. I urge anyone who
Is interested In the future of our
country to examine the report,
to take a stand on the issue, and
then to hare the courage of your
convictions.

If you agree with the proposed
recommendations, write to your
congressman and urge both federal
and local action on the recommendations.
•
If you do not know the name of
your congressman, look up your
district In the Congressional Data
book. Then look up the name of
that district's representative In
the Almanac.
College students throughout the $
United States find time for be-ins,
sit-ins, and love-ins. Call this
a civil write-in If you want to.
Do you have time to be concerned
about a problem which may affect
the lives of your parents, your
friends, your own children? Now
is the time for action. Complacency
and lethargy will get us nowhere.

Ijk

Debby Wnlsenhunt
312 Ashley

Thanks Phil
Dear Phil:
Saturday night as I sat In Memorial Hall surrounded by many
friends and guests, I felt a tremendous pride in our student body
for the Job which you an1 they
achieved in connection with the
Mock Convention.
The purpose of this brief note,
is to let you know of this pride
and to say thanks for doing a
difficult Job so well.
Sincerely,
Was, Travers Jerome III
President

A

■*

;

>
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3 Will Discuss
.Vietnam Issues
Three speakers, the vice-chairman of Young Americans for Freedom, an official of the American
Legion and a Vietnam traveler,
will appear In Founders Quadrangle and Harshman C tonight
In connection with Vietnam Week.
The first speeches will be presented in the East Louigeof Founders at 7 p.m. The second set
of speeches will be presented In
the main lounge of Harshman C at
9 p.m.
David A. Keene, a 23-year-old
University of Wisconsin law student, wis elected national vicechairman of Y'jjng Americans for
Freedom (YAFJ in September of
1967.
YAF Is the largest conservative youth organization In the United States with some 30,000 members.
Keene has been active In support of the U.S. commltmunt to
S)uth Vlenam. He has been to
South Vietnam three times since
the summer of 1966 and keeps in
constant touch with many of that
nation's leaders. He has spoken
on dozens of campuses In support of the U.S. commitment anl
has debated the question on nation!', television.
In 1965 he helped form IheWorld
Youth Crusade for Freedom. This
organization works with young people In Asia and provides Information and materials on the problems
of Asia to college students In 'his
country.
Carol McEldowney was on? of
several young Americans w'»
traveled to Vietnam to get firsthand Information to answer her
questions about the war.
She spent many days at a conference in Czechoslovakia with
people from North Vlenam ml
the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam, and then was Invited to North Vietnam to see
for herself.
She talked to government officials and civilians, and visited

War Volunteer
Criticizes Policy

factories, farm:!, hospitals and
schools.
M.'.ss McEldowney Is a graduate
of the University of Michigan with
an honors degree In political science and was one of the organizers of the Cleveland Welfare
Rights Movement. She Is the coauthor of the "Welfare Rights
Handbook," and Is a former national officer of Students for a
Democratic Society.
The third speaker, Walter Hart,
represents the American Legion.
He Is the Americanism chairman
of the Toledo post of the American
Lejlon.

By JERRY KING
Staff Writer

"You can call any place In
Vietnam an Insecure area," said
William D. Herod, a Vietnam
Christian Service Volunteer, Monday concerning his experiences In
that country. Mr. Herod was among
the first group of recruits to
leave In 1966 for the Vietnam
Christian Service, a cooperative
effort of Church World Service,
the Mennonlte Central Committee,
and Lutheran World Relief. He
undertook the assignment in Vietnam in lieu of military service.

David A. Keene

Detective Accuses SDS
Of Exploiting Race Tensions
WASHINGTON (AP) — A veteran
Newark police detective testified
today the Students for a Democratic
Society (SOS) described by the FBI
as Com n mist-sponsored, was active In the N-JW Jersey city prior
to the last July's riots there.
Capt. Charles E. Klnney, who
has been Investigating the rioting,
said: "For the past five years,
they (SDS) have tried to exploit
every grievance between Negroes
\i 1 whites In Newark. They have
tried to exploit every arrest."
Klnney, a Newark psllce officer
for 21 years, testified before a
subcommittee of the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
The subcommittee has been holding hearings to find out whether
subversive activities contributed to last year's disorders In
the nation's cities.
Klnney spent most of the m.irnlng describing the Newark chapter
of SDS, an organization FBI Dir-

ector J. Edgar Hoover says Is
aimed at promoting Communist activity throughout the United States.

| Board Position |
| Open In UAO
:•:• All persons interested In
•;■■ running for Union dlrector-at
•:•: large may pick up an appllca:•:• tlon and make an appointment
Sin the U.A.O. office prior to
•:■: 4 p.m. Friday.
:•:• Four candidates will be sel■:•: ected from those applying.
£: Two will be elected from the
» four candidates placed on the
£ ballot.
The applicant need not have
8 prior experience In the U.A.O.
•:•: The position entails the re:•:• presentation of the campus at
S large on the Union Board of
•:•: Directors.

•:•
:•:
:|:
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§
V
:■:
v
*
•:•
•:•
:•:
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After nine months of language
study In Vietnam, he and another
American went to Tarn Ky, an
area of heavy fighting, to do relief work.
"The people were suspicious of
us," he said, "until we voluntarily stayed with them during the
first attack of the Viet Coij. We
were even suspected of being CIA
agents."
The two Americans were always
unarmed.
In his relief program. Mr. Herod
was cncerned with finding out
the needs of the people In the area.
"W'j had considerable resources," he said, "and sometimes we even had more than the
American government."
He was able to dispense the food,
clothes, and other relief item.;
personally. The American government aid had to go through the
hands of many Americans and Vietnamese before getting to the
people. These Items of relief often
ended up In the black market.
In Tarn Ky, Mr. Herod lived
with a few Vietnamese boys In
a Catholic high school. Here he
had the opportunity to find out some

Vietnamese views on the war.
"It's the American war and If
the Americans want to fight It
they can send their boys over,"
he quoted the bovs as saying.
He claimed that only when and
If the Communists win the war
will the boys rise up and fight
the enemy.
In the first attack on Tarn Ky
during Mr. Herod's stay, about
400 families lost their homes.
"We were not able to find a single
house which had been burned by
the Viet Conj," said the blond,
bearded man.
"The Viet Cong attacked the
military Installations but did not
terrorize the community," he continued. "The ruined homes were
due to Allied artillery."
Mr. Herod, a 23-year-old pretheologlcal student, returned to
the United States last month. He
now works In Indianapolis, in I.
In draft counseling. He sympathizes with those who resist the
war.
"I feel obligated to do as much
as possible to change the course
of American policy concerning the
war," he said.
"I don't think that any serious
negotiations with the North Vietnamese will occur until after the
election here In the United States,"
he said.
"The Vietnamese have no reason
to trust President Johnson," he
added.
Many college and graduate students ask his advice in resisting
the war. Some apply to be conscientious objectors.
Mr. Herod Is the son of the
Rev. C. P. Herod, pastor of the
Christian Church In Greenfield,
Ind. One of his brothers, Dr.
Gilbert C. Herod, Is a surgeon
now practicing in Vietnam.
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mittr work* and many previously .uppre***., complete •■isjog. lidbrmatUm leit and a large ea«llon
yf .« ked forgeries. I l/l • II. I siraordlnary value,
only »2.M
}94», Till MA< Mil I AN BOOK Ol IKlATfN'. B)
Wm. N. WallBdA. More lhan 200 superl. lllu.lratk.ns
plu* i: full page* In full color. This Is the great
history of loata ami hoailng from t leopatra's barge
through the Amerka'a ( up I'bte*. lo *leam yarhi*.
vhoonera, sandliaggers outboard runabouia, and
- rulser*. to aalllng and powerhoailng loday. I»lu«e
I 1/2 a 13 format.
_ M
Pa*, al »I4.»
"«"» »1t6
HI:.
i AII^ t AHK By W II. 1-iU. 220
MJ2. (. AHh,
>
photo*
phofti* In 14a-»
ria-k *a white plu* 21 pages
pag«* In
I" rail
full rotor
•
and U Hoe drawing*. A pl'iorlal history of i
• are througlout the work! from Ihe p*ane*r» of ti<e
Inousiry to present day modela. • 1/2 all
Import special »2.SB

2K2. Till AJQfiUTATt.il AI K I Alke'a Adveniure*
In Wonderland t Through the looking Glass. >'i
lawlt larroll. Hlu*. kg tohn Temlel. W'th inlrod,
> \«tea by Martin Gardner. The complete teal and
original lllus. In ihe only fully aonotaie-l edition.
Notes are <onrurreni with Ihe ie*t M all the joke*
game\ paro-Ue-., puatle*, etc. wllh which t arroll
flll-l his writings. Mw a 1/g ■ 12.
orlg. Puh. al •10.00. New, complete ed., only *l.rl.

Bee Gee Book Store
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

giM. MMOHTALl oi Till at HI IN. Id. by Hay
Muarl. over «00 memorable photografha. A big
album ol movie still* with brief biographies of
Hollywooda moat glamoroua alara (.able, I ealle
Howard, Barlow, W.( . Ilelda, Ihe HarrymoreB, valenllno Bogart, Beery, and many more. ■ 3/4 ■ 11 1/2.
t.rlg. Pub. at »T.50
New, complete ed. Only 12.M
•002. (ONVlltSATKlNS WITH .VTAI IK. By Djllaa.
( onlroveralal hlatorlcal dorumeni by Tito'* former

right hand man wlch show, si aim aa cunning, cruel
and enurmoual* talented. Brilliantly etched portrait*
of Walln, Berla, Ualenkov, Moloiov, /hukov and
Khruachwv.

Pub. at »l.tt.

"■>» »■<»

•COO. science Helton Till PSfUUO-Pl.oPl.1.1.d,by
Wm. I'. Nolan. I ■riling, oaTboal atorlea packed with
•urprlaea and brimming with action, *u»pen*n,
vkelence, abock and satire In future world*. By
Isaac Aalmov, itay Bradbury, Henry Kuliner. Other*.
Pub. at 14.50
°»>y U.H
(420. WISDOM Ol THI wo ST. By Bertrand Rueeell.
Wllh 900 lllua., 210 of them In color. A unlojue IIluairaled history ol Western Philosophy In Its eoc|a]
and political setting. The Nobel Prlne winner weecrlbee Ihe full progression from Ihe pre-bocrallcs,
through Judeo-(hrlBtlaa rellglou* Ihlnklng, Ihe Dark
Ages, i '*I.I*, Bacon, I ocko, Kant, Mara, Klekegard, U
.same, Jasper* WHigensieln among*' other*. I nepttonally beautiful I * U volume.
orlg. Pub.Btll2.90
New, complete ed., onl* «.M

I
I

2t0«. JAMIS IIIAI'B'.S TRMwVllT Ol OLTUOOK
• <mMM. W|Ui hundreds of special, brllllanl colon
phOMs. painting awl other Illustration*. The most
lavish, eicltlng cook boik ever published (roc-i tor
Imlours, Too); Irom simple grilling to gourmet
viurrs awl dresalAga; from a almple picnic lo the
M.osi sopMsllcaled least Slae • 1/2 a II l/4.
orlg. Pub. al *12.»
New, compete eJ, Only U.M
MM). TI'K KSA VTtATSWITIIPI AYING< AHItbPlus
20 t>an>es of bolitalre. By Joaepb I oemlng. niu..
with eaplanatory <Uagr«m* l drawings. < ard trkba,
stunt* aixl puiale* tor all age* aa well aa aolllalre
gam-* so<h as I anfleld, Klondike, t-i;., MrurTa
and Alleys, and Idiot's Kellghl.
New, complete eo^. Only »LO0
P-1803. POIfTU'l aJ Ol BIHII&. live beautiful full
• olor print*, auliable tor framing, which calch the
eaacl look and action of each Urd with astonishing
v< ura< f. Incl. Painted Hunting, Yellow Palm Warbler,
summer lenag", •"• 1" »i/' * 21.
Pub. al <I9.00
set of 9 (omplete, Only tl.00
•TM. Till AMIHK AN ( IVII WAH By I arl auawnVea
Viler*, ihe full sweep >' tke aTaf from ihe flrlnj
on sumiei to AppomatUH and the death of I Incola,
told In eaperl narratlvn by Ihe noted hlaiorlan and
Illustrated with 142 drawings, paintings, engravings
and maps..many In full ( Olor--by the greal contemporary artlil* Including winalow Homer and
Thomaa Nash. 10 1/4 ■ II 3/4.
Hub. at '19.00.
Only IT.M

I
I
J

IC20. Tilt Ml MOWS Ol JA'yilS (ASAMUVA.
C Vol. set. Translated ny Arthur Machen. Dlua.
Wllh old lagretlnga. Tbe llrat complete and unvapurialed I ngllsh translation of the famous lively
i lassk In abt volume*, uniformly bound In library
cloth, gill- stamped. Includes Tbe VenwUan Yeara;
fisnlMi pB.atona, etc.
Putt, at 130.00
The C Vol. 41 I omplete. Only «.«
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Classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT
North Grove Gardens - 2 bedroom
furnished apts. for 3 or 4, $325
for both summer sessions. All
utilities paid except electric. Call
353-5891 anytime.
ATTENTION FACULTY AND
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Rd., opposite B.C.
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1, 2
& 3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2
baths, fully carpeted, fully air
coniltloned, garages, swimming
pool, cable T.V. Rentals from
$132 Includes all utilities except
electric. Open dally; Rental Representative on duty 9 am to 9
pm. 353-5088 or 352-5766. Bates
& Springer Inc., Mjrs.
Room i for summer & fall, kitchen,
shower, sun deck, off street parking. 353-3471 after 12 noon.
Varsity Square one bedroom furnished apartment to sublet for
sum Tier. Call 352-5536
App-oved Rooms - June & Sept.
Men. Ph. 353-8241 after 3 p.m.
For rent - Summer or Fall 2 apts. fin M. - mil. pd. - kltch.
- TV - up to 4 occup. - 1 sem'apt. - furn. - TV-kltch, - utll.
pd.- up to 4 occup. Call 3533535 after 6 pm. anytime on weekend
Sublease furnished efficiency apt.
for summer. $85 a month plus
electricity. Contact 823 First St.
Apt. 2 after 6 Mon - Thurs.
4 boys, 3 lied room furnished house
ail/or 3 bedroom furnished apt
for 68-69 school year Sept to
June. Ph 352-5239 before 5:30
or 352-5812 after 5:30

1967 Honda 305 Scrambler. Mike,
234 Conklin.
'61 Lancer - runs good - $100.
Call 352-5413 Mon-Fri.
'64 Chevy, 9
tic, extras,
Pembervllle
Rt. 20, First
2338.

passenger, automaone owner, $1,150.
Rd., 1/2 mile South
house, I.uckey, 833-

For Sale - 12' Catamaran Sailboat with trailer, complete outfit.
Call 354-6724.
FOR RENT: Nice 3 bedroom home
in BG for 1 yr., beginning Sept.
1 Mostly furnished, $200' unfurn.
$165. Write Box C, % B-G News.
University Courts Apt. For Rent
for summer, Call 352-5035.

Sublet - one bedroom apt. for
summer. Call 2208, rm 208.
Available - 2 bedroom ipartment
for occupancy June 1st to Sept.
1st. Close to campus. Call 3525017 after 7:30 p.m. any evening.
For Sale: Smith Corona Port, typewriter, $125 new. M.ike offer. Ph.
353-0353.

2100

KD pledges say "Thanks to the
big 6 for making our progressive
dinner a success!" You're the
greatest.

LOST AND FOUND

Try-out for Go -Go G'.rls Thursday at the Shack.

LOST: Class Ring, initials DJM
Inside; Reward. Contact Doa. 428
Conklin.

From the Mooney Belles to the
Conklin Gents - Thanks for a great
N.C. Delegation!

Found-nelta Till Delta pin, Sunday,
21st, at 9 am on walk in front
of Harshman D. Contact Annette
Skinner, 222 Harshman D, Ext.
3126

Big Marty- I couldn't ask for in re.
You're the greatest. XI luv - little

Will the person who picked up the
wrong coat Sat. Nnlght in the K-D
pool room please come to 236
K-D and swap It for his own.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Chi 0 and Kappa Sig Pledges seen

DU Pledges: the party was AH!
so fine. AX Pledges
Congratulations: Chart Kalo and
Gary Logsdon, Delta Zeta Rose
Couple. Beta Pledges.
Kappa Sigma wishes to thank the
Gamma Phi Betas for a great
tea. How about getting together
for some coffee & milk?

KD Pledges: 11 )pe you had a (m isquerade) ball. Pill SPsi Pledge
Phi Delts say congrats Mike Clark
on winning the Regional Olympic
Wrestling Tournament tryouts.
Open Kitchen at Phi Delta Tb*S»
House Wednesday night. Come on;
come all & enjoy a Phlkela Burger.
You're a neat big Chris! Your
lit sez get high for — what's
that date again? Kathy.
Wendy:

You're the greatest big

Rivers and Wonderboy.

Kappa Slg Pledges say Poe Ditch
and sore feet won't stop OB's
Maurauders!
Watned: one girl to share apt. for
summer, close to campus. Call
Carol, 102 K-B, ext. 3242.
•
Big Sue - you are "absolutely
and positively"' the greatest big
ever. XI love, Your Little Diane
Gamma Phi Cows 'n Ptgs - Get
ready to M'Olnk!!!
Kenny - You've always been MY*
"Dream Man" - Congrats on being
OURS!!! Love, Karen.

Barb, You're the neatest Big ever.
XI Love, Your little.

A copy of your paper is woth
a thousand headaches. Cure your
ills at Centre Drug.

D3N MOORE PLAYING AT THE
SHACK.
KD Pledges say "Oh actives we
DO love you!"
Paulette, Did you have a Hippy
21st Birthday, an admirer.
M.- B'.g Suzle is the greatest.
ALL my XI Love, Bev
Happy belated Birthday Chris Conrad - The Alpha Slg Pledges.
Congratulations to Marilyn, our
newdst pin-mate sweetheart —
Great choice Toby. The jealous
Alpha Sig Pledges.

Congratulations "J.W. MUPPS"Plg of the week. Love, Your anchor
Fans plus Mate.
For Tarzan yells, 352-4605.
For Jane yells, 352-5758.
Snake Pledges say: Get high! Ouri
Beer Blast Is com'ne soon!
SAE Pledgll say: Casey's Pollock
Party was great.
Phi Mu Pledges: Get high for
Friday's party! SAE Pledge Class
Congratulations B. Brown on your
Maple Leafs, and the "Hooking"
of G. MacKenzle. The 3rd Floor.
Thanks Alpha XI Pledges for a
great party - Rick Loves you,
too.
Sigma Nu Pledges.

n..„i.
■
Duck »- _« .. „« ~«
farmers of America con-

Sigma Nu Pledges say: Congrats
Wilt - You're active at last!

Kappa Sigma salutes Phi Delta
Tneta on keeping a tight ship
through the flood.

SAE Pledgll say: Let'sbeNUMBER
ONE In Baseball and Outdoor
track! Let's hold on to First Place
for the All Sports Trophy.

KO Pledges say "Pledges make
the world go around".

The Phlkeias ask the Actives,
What Is the closest thing to a
dirty old lizard? Come Thursday
iilte and find out.

Cheer Sigma Nu to their 4th
straight DU Bike Race Win.
Sigma Nu Pledges.

A Chi O Pledges make great Orientals, So say D.U. Fortune Cookie

To my Big Jan - I think you're
tops! XI Love, Llt'I.inda.

A E Pi's - Thanks for the great
Tea. When can we have another?
The A D Pi's

Elmer: You're an old man now finally got nailed. Congrats on
getting pinned. Phi Psl Pledges.

Tnanx Sher—ME

Congrats Sandy & Sue, new SheB-T's

Vote for McCarthy for President.

* 25c A SMASH 4
FOR THE STEVE
BEATTIE FUND

Myself!

Phi Psl pledges say: DZ pledges,
you sure looked groovey In your
PJ's! Get high for the car wash.

thanks toLauderdaleaniatrem-jn,i«„t i-hi <-> DI«^„» ri„.

miles.

Karen

and

Sue

-

We survive?

BOlle - You're absolutely the BEST*
big ever. XI Luv, Little.
Typing done In my home. Phone
354-8912.
Girl wanted to share apartment
summer and/or fall. Close to cam pus, reasonable rent. Call after^
4, 354-4521.
Female roommate wanted for summer school. Contact Susan after
5. 354-0855.
Wanted: 2 female roommates for
next year. Contact Diana 352-0123
after 5 p.m.
S
Attention Seniors: H.J. Heinz Co.
is looking for manufacturing
trainees - any major. Interview
on campus - April 29. Sign up
now at the Placement Office.
Help the Delts! and win a dinner 4
for two, 2 cinema tickets, and
a rented car for the evening.
Buy your tickets In University
Hall this week from 3 am-5pm.
Sponsored by Panhel and I.F.C.
H Kim nate for summer session to
live off campus. Call 352-5845.

Full or part time man wanted
for sales and delivery work. Apply
In person before 5. Home Laundry and Dry Cleaning. 112 W.
Poe Road.
Co-ed wanted for fall and/or summer. Free room and board In *
exchange for babysitting and light
housework. Transportation essential. 352-5265 days and 352-5184
after 6.
Student Court, Student Body Boards
and Traffic Court applications are
available from Dorm counselors .
»nl In fraternity and sorority
houses. Applications must be
turned in April 26 in UAO Office.

GEORGE
WORKED
FOR US...
(AND SO DID AGAPINA KOSKALOSKY)

Rooms for men students. Ph. 3540681.

We cannot tell a lie .. . The City of Akron,
Ohio offers a variety of opportunities in
government employment.

Apt. for summer. Close to campus.
Cheap. 352-5329
50 x 10 mobile home, 2 belrooms,
completely furnished, $2200.
352-6581

Come ye one and all to the Placement
Office for a list of available positions.
Interview with Akron's Minute Man on
April 29th.

Rooms for male students, Near
campus. Ph. 352-7365.
Apartment for rent during sum ner
or for su Timer plus Fall and Spring
semesters. 2-4 man, 4 rooms,
Apt. 63 Greenvlew, Call 354-9864
after 5 .
8x35 Travelo Trailer. Carpeted
living room A Hod room. Very
good condition. Gypsy l.ane Trailer Court, Lot 14. Ph. 353-3045.

Dlanne and the DU's: Happiness
is Debbing with your DZ little.
Donna.

McCarthy for President
XI "Big" Pat, You are the greatest.
"Little Dawn.

rnaTasTKSiriiS »»■» «**» *■»'"***"" "SKSMfe
s-SS. "**"•"Jr- "■*'""

Available: 2 mu apartment for
summer and fall. 1 block from
campus. Call 352-5463.
'66 Harley Sprint,
$420. Ph. 354-0604.

D.U. Teas are the biggest
D.U. Teas are the best
Because the D.U. Pledges
Can out drink all th? rest!
Your Alpha Gam Drinking Bullies

Kappa Sig Pledges say: Kappa Slg
Pledges are great.
Kappa Sig Pledges say: Actives
You're great.

Chi O pledges: Thanks for the
rainy day Cleanup. You brought
sunshine to our house! Phi Psi
Pledges.

Classical guitar, excellent tone,
$40. Call Cy, 141 K-C ext. 3404
after 6 p.m.

The man who had the Integrity to
speak out - Eugene McCarthy.

For Rent: 1 bedroom apt. available Sept. 1. Contact Linda, 114
Prout, 3179

For Sale: '66 MG Midget. Phone
353-2042

For Sale: White Triumph Spitfire
•64, snowtlres, luggage ra:k, tonneau cover, $800. Call 354-4881,
7-9 am., after 7:30.

Alpha Gam Pledges, Thanks for a
Great Tea. D .U. PledgU,

Wanted: Girl to share apt. for
sum mar school and first quarter.
Call Sandl 354-5732 after 5 pm.

Mr. X - You're very welcome.
It's gr-reat to be back. Your
"Friend"

65 VW Conv. Good condition. Ph.
354-8541 after 4 p.m.

Big Susw - To the Greatest big
around. I Just love my new family
XI Love, Little Beth.

New Akal Model 1710, 4 track
Stereo Tape Recorder. Also external speakers. Must be heard
to be appreciated. Ph. 352-5872
after 4':30 on weekdays.

Nicely furnished 3 rm apt. 1 block
from campus. 8H University l.ane
after 5.

For Rent - Extremely large apt.
for 3 or 4 for summer - very
reasonable. Call or stop. 112 Ridge St. 352-5339.

Cathy - Daisies, Ice cream and
butterscotch make YOU the neatest Big! XI LOT, Your Lit.

Life Will Be A Bowl Of Cherries.

10:00 - 1:00

EM0RIAL HALL
PARKING LOT

Akron Civil Service Commission
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

A
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LASALLE'S
SPRING SALE

«

NICK LICATE . . . stops between classes to talk too BG coed.

Is He Really
So Radical?
By TOM HINK And
JUDY EICHER
Nick Licate pushed a thatch of
black hair off his forehead,
grinned, then considered the question: Is he a radical?
"Just because 1 question the
things around campus that I get
involved In, and sometimes criticize University affairs—people
figure I'm a radical," saldUcate,
adding, "Even when I do criticize
something I always offer constructive alternatives."
He went on to explain that
"heated discussions are fine.
Profs get a big kick out of them.
But, you have to know what you're
talking about. State your point
Intelligently, and the teacher will
respect you. True education Is
taking and receiving In the form of
a dialogue."
The 20-year-old Clevelander
feels student opinion of him Is
all part of the misunderstanding
people have of both him and his
ideas.
Besid ?s bslng tabbed a"radical" by some members of the
Bowling Green convn'inlty, Licate
often finds himself labeled anything from a hippie to simply a

took.

Perhaps the major factor behind the premature Judglngs that
some hold of Licate and the things
he believes In stem from the
fact that Nick was once president
of BG's Students for a Democratic
Society.
More than any other
group on campus, SDS Is viewed
suspiciously by everyone from .'Students to administrators.
Sln:e Its inception, SDS has
been regardei asaconglom=ratlon
of hippies, rallcals and rejects.
Licate, who actually is not a

" heated discussions are tine.

"give the students a real role."

"... I question"

member of the national organization, defends BowllngGreen'slocal
chapter as "helping mike students
aware."
Lamenting the "apathetic" attitudes of many stulents, Licate
credits SDS with helping to "bring
Issues into the open." He added
that "all too often kids come to
school Just to memorize facts, and
when they get out of college they
don't even realize the makings of
the democratic process. We
(meaning SDS) want to make students aware now so they can prepare for the future."
Although he does not regret his
association with Students for a
Democratic Society, Nlcklssomew'.iat concerned with the "bad stigma" that many attach to his name
upon knowing he is affiliated with
the organization.
"It's an unfortunate thing,"
claimed Licate, "that students are
so fond of sterotyping things. It
seems everyone likes to deal in
black and white."
Bui though affiliated with SDS,
Nick Licate sees him self as primarily a student, continually Interested and concerned with problems facing students.
"I came to Bowling Green like
any other kid.
I happened to
have enough money to get Into a
state school and B3 WM the one
I wound up at," said Licate. But
since his freshman year, Licate
has toured other campuses, seen
other schools, and the effect, he
says "was tremendous."
"Bowling Green all of a sudden
seemed dead both academically and
socially, and lnllfferent to student government," he felt, yeat
"At other universities this wasn't
the case. Kids took a positive
role In making decisions and taking part in active democracy."
And since viewing these "significant" differences, Nick Licate
has dedicated himself to bringing
about changes In his own university.
"I want to give the student a
real role in the decisions at BC,"
he says, since he currently sees
Bowling Green as bogged down in
the student's conception of "a
university existing as universities
have always existed."
Licate laughed and explained:
"If someone like me mentions
■change' some people are turned
off. They wonder what I'm talking about ant don't think It can be
done because it's never been done
before."
Needless to say, Nick Licate
doesn't agree.

OUR OWN REG. $4-$5 PERMANENT
PRESS DRESS, SPORT SHIRTS

3 for $10
COMPARE TO NATIONAL BRANDS AT $5-$6

. Choose from a large selection of dress and sport shirts
. Permanent press fabrics; polyester-and-cottons, oxfords,
broadcloths, button down, regular and spread collars
. Choose from solid colors, stripes, plaids and white
t Dress shirts sizes 14'/j-17, Sport shirts size S,M,L

SALE! KNIT SHIRTS COMPARE
AT $8- $10...IN MANY STYLES

$4.99
.
.
.
.

"\

Brand new mock crews in solid colors or ring necks
California-inspired highly fashioned knit shirts
2-ply 100% acrylics, many are full fashioned
Endless variety of colors and patterns. S,M,L

w
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Students Demand
Negro Scholarships
Since the trustees refused Monday night to approve the proposal,
the student demonstrators continued to occupy the bu'ldlng. Food
and bedding were brought In and
most of them staved overnight.

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) ~
Trustees of Trinity College agreed
to meet yesterday with representatives of student demonstrators who
have occupied the college administration building since Monday, a
student spokesman said.
Nearly 200 students continued to
hold the building yesterday, saying
they would stay until a studentproposed Negro scholarship program was approved.
Led by the Trinity Association
of Negroes (TAN), the students
demanded creation of a scholarship
fund of $150,000 for Negro students.
The fund would be financed by
a $50 contribution from each of
the 1,160 students at the men's
college, $15,000 from the student
senate, and a matching contribution
of $75,000 by the college Itself.

••We are concerned enough and
feel that this Issue Is necessary
and vital enough to the students
and college community to warrant
a halt of th«! normal administrative functions of the college," said
the demonstrators In a statement
yesterday.
Trinity College President Albert
C. Jacobs declined comment on the
sit-in.

Miami U.
Plans Halt
More About:
,n
Convention
Hiring
OXFORD Ohio—Miami University President Dr. Phillip R. Shrlver has announced a moratorium on
faculty and staff additions in the
face of Hoard of Regents' refusal
to approve a student fee Increase.
However, Shriver said salary Increases Indicated In appointment
letters will stand. The pay hikes
average about 5 per cent.
"Since the action to table was
taken, I have studied our budget
for the coming year Intensively
and have concluded that we must
not lose the momentum for faculty
and staff salary Improvement
which had been planned," he said.
To accomplish this, Shriver said
there would be cutbacks In other
budget Items. This Includes an lnd 1 v d u u a 1 evaluation of replacements for faculty members who retire or resign.
He also said no new academic
programs will be implemented for
the time being beyond those already approved by the University
senate. Shriver said a significant
reduction In equipment and supply
applications will be made for the
coming year.
Continued library improvement
however, he said would continue
for the coming year.

(Continued From Page 1)
they won't be from 'he sam; state
In August," he said.
The adviser to the Kockefellerfor-Presldent organization on
campus, Dr. David C. Roller, assistant professor of history, saw
an easy way out of the problem
should It actually happen to the
Republicans at their convention.
"If that ever came about, all
that would need to be done would
be for one candidate to move to a
state with a three-month residency
requirement. In this case It would
probably be Nixon since Lindsay
would still be the mayor of New
York."
Chairman of the McCarthy-forP resident forces at the mock convention, Dave Carroll, stated the
Important thing at a convention like
the one held Saturday, was the
Presidential nom'natlon.
"The
nominee for Vice President doesn't
make any difference. By then
everybody Is too tired."
Although there were ways of
getting around the U.S. Constitution, Carroll summed up the nomination of two New '/orkers by
saying, "We seem to have made a
mistake."

3rd Fill Lost Over Vietnam

Spaghetti Meat Sauce
Italian Salad
Italian Bread

$1.10
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS FROM
11:30 AM to 7:00 PM

Petti's Alpine Village

CONGRATULATIONS
TO FOUR NEW
SAE ACTIVES

DAN, DOUG, LEE,
AND RICK
FROM YOUR
PLEDGE CLASS

David L. Mathews, sophomore
In the College of B islness Administration from "reeport, Ohio, was
chosen business manager of the
1969 Key by the Publications Committee on Monday.
Mathews, a Journalism major,
Is a member of Alpha Phi Om=ga
service fraternity and Phi Eta
Sigma honorary.
The new business manager Is
currently employed as a student
assistant In the School of Journalism and worked for the Dally
Jeffersonlan of Cambridge, Ohio,
last summer.

STERLING
STERLING
HOMOGENIZED

STANDS

STERLING 2%B.F.
IN YOUR
Neighborhood

Sterling

LOW FAT MILK

MILK TASTES

BETTER WHEN IT'S

STERLING

BOTTLED IN GLASS

SKIM MILK

STERLING

>i

Also has
Low, Low

Prices on
Homogenized
•
Skim
•
2% B. F.

77l» §
99c!

SAVE 20c

BANANA SPLIT

Sundae Bar

Vanilla Ice Cream
1 GALLON

6 PACK

STERLING

FRUIT DRINKS
J I

.

f

ORANGE JUICE

- - X

/l.00 |
SAVE
20c
3/M.00!
»v.°T

SAVE 17c

49c

SAVE 10c

STERLING

V, GALLON PLASTIC

'/» GAL.
GLASS

39c

Low Fat
MILK
in

01D FASHION ITALIAN DINNER

Mathews Named

STERLING'S PRICES
ARE LOWER

Everyday

D.U. PLEDGII SAY:
GET HIGH
FOR THE
DELTA UPSIL0N
BIKE- TRIKE RACE
APRIL 27

The Fill has been a center of
controversy ranging from the military to the U.S. Congress since
it left the drawing boards as the
TFX.
Designed for both the Air Force
and the Navy, the admirals said It
was too heavy for carriers. The
admirals won. The Senate Armed
Services Committee scrapped the
Navy version March 28.
One of the features of the Fill
is the swlng-wlng arrangements.
When moved close to the fuselage,
the plane can fly up to 1,650
m.'les an hour. With the w'.ng extended, It can fly less tha-i 150
m"les an hour on missions requiring slower speed.
The aircraft has automated precision navigation that allows It to
fly full speed across rugged terrain, Including mountains. Its precision bombing mochailsm allows
It to operate In darkness or bad
weather. It has been used In night
missions over North Vietnam.

cued by helicopter In northern
Thailand. This wreckage was
found. The crash was attributed
to a capsule of sealing material
mistakenly left by mechanics that
became lodged In the flight controls.

8AJQON (AP) - A third U.S.
Air Force Fill has baen lost since
the $6-million, swing -wing
fighter-bombers entered the Vietnam war less than a month ago,
the U.S. Command reported yesterday.
The command said the plane
was believed to have crashed Monday night In Thailand, but It had
no further Information on the plane
or the fate of Its two-man crew.
The Fill's were grounded after
the second one crashed March
30 and had resumed missions only
12 days ago, after two replacements were flown from Nevada.
Six Fill's have been In action.
The first plane crashed March
28, three days after going Into
combat over North Vietnam. Hanoi
radio claimed the plane was shot
down but U.S. air officers believed
It crashed in a remote area of
Thailand. As far as is known,
the wreckage never was found.
The crew of the second Fill
downed parachuted and wereres-

Throw Away
Containers
Prices on
Sale Items
Effective

April 24
thru 28
WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

DINNER BELL

IfflliW

Cheese Curls wow
or Caramel Corn <9oz>

BOLOGNA
1 LB. PKG.

59c

SAVE 10c

J7C |

MIX OR MATCH
SAVE 19c

2/59c

STERLING

BREAD

sivn4c

G & W Refrigerated
Pepperoni or Cheese

PIZZA
8 IN. - 7 0Z.

SAVE 17c

A BSBK

5pt
M

Free Convenient Parking

Fast Check Out Service

famous Jor freshness!

STERLING
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Newsline
Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be submitted by
mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall and can be reached on
either extension 3344 or 3383. Student name and address must be included
with all questions, but only initials will be used.
With the new quarter system and requirements of one year
of Physical Education, are people credited with one year
through military service required to take any more? (LJW)

After finally plowing through the letter, we determ.'ned the
answer to be: ROTC training cannot be substituted for HP£
under the quarter system is It Is unler the semester system.
HPE must be taken whether you are In ROTC or not.
• « *
Why aren't women allowed to place their beds under windows in the dormitories?

According to Miss Fayetta Paulsen, dean of women, there
Is no University regulation that prohibits woman from placing
their beds under HM windows. Any restrictions as to the placing
of beds would come under the policy of the Individual dormitories.

Whatever became of John Abrams, son of General Creighton Abrams? Didn't he attend Bowling Green University?
(PC.)

John Abrams enrolled In the University In Sept., 1964, and left
In Jan., 1966.
John Is the son of General Crelghton W. Abrams, who succeeded
General William C. Westmoreland as comnander of the United
States forces In Vietnam.

iiliwQua rter Q ue st iontiffl&
How many times a week and for how long must we attend
class under the quarter system?

As under the semester system, one credit hour will usually mean
one class hour per week; more for labs, of course. Most classes
will meet for 50 minutes at a time, one a day for 3,4 or 5 days.
A few senior courses may have two two-hour sessions per week
for a four credit course.
Will major requirements be changed?

No more than most years. The growth of a subject makes It hard
to fix a major for all UOM, Of course, you may complete the
major outlined In your present catalog as nearly as the quarter
course offerings, allow. If you find the new major easier to follow,
you may come up to the new catalog. Most sophomores will
find It wise to do so; seniors will probably be better off finishing
the major they started.
* * *
What will happen to the time allowed for research papers
and other projects?

You'll have a smaller number of weeks but more time per week.
Most students will only have four major academic courses Instead of five, so they'll have fewer papers due at the end of the
quarter than used to happen under the semester program.

Rogers S ays Library
Observ Student Rights
By JERRY KING
Staff Writer
"The library has been in a
good position concerning student
rights." That was one of the main
paints stressed by Dr. Robert A.
Risers, director of the library,
during an Interview recently.
There are two student members on the library advisory committee, Dr. Rogers pointed out.
The two students, Paula K. Godfrey and Sally A. Parnham, are
chosen by the Student Leadership
and Service Board. Dr. Rogers
said that students may not be taking
full advantage of this channel.
He said one example of the
library's attempts to co-operate
with student needs Is the trial

Exile T races
Slavic Poetry
Poetry Is the most respected
literature In Bulgarian culture,
according toDr.ChrlstoOgnjanoff,
exiled poet laureate of Bulgaria,
who spoke on "The New Oolden
Age of Literature In Bulgaria,"
la3t Monday at 7 p.m. In the Pink
Dogwood Room.
Dr. Ognjanoff outlined the early
history of Bulgarian literature.
"There was a golden age of Bulgarian literature soon after original Bulgarian writing began," he
sild. "These writings transform vd
Bulgaria into the cradle of Slavic
civilization."
The new Bulgarian literature
developed to compete with literature from West European countries.
"During the dom'nation by the
Turks in the 15th century the
Bulgarian clergy protected
writers," Dr. Ognjanoff said, "and
after the 15th century all Bulgarian
writers were members of the
clergy."
A monk began the "new modern"
Bulgarian literature In 1762 with
writings that glorified the past
to revive Bulgarian spirit and give
hope for th9 future, he said.
He said prior to W.W. n Bulgarian literature was on the verge
•v reaching new heights in creativity, but the Communist take

JOIN US IN INDIANA

Campus Calendar
UNIVERSITY YOUTH COUNCIL
There will be Folk & Square
dancing In the Krelscher A Activity Room at 7 pm today. Everyone Welcome
•
•
•
CHESS CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. today In
Room 310 Mosely.
♦

*

*

UAO BR..DG5 LESSONS
Lessons In the Wayne Roam At
7 p.m. today
•

VARSITY CLUB
Will meat In the Lounge at the
Ice Arena at 9 p.m. tomorrow.

•

*

•

UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
All Campus Worship Service,
Dr. Henry Gerner, at Prout Chapel at 6:30 p.m. today.
»
*
*
STUDENT ORGANIZATION
BOARD
Applications for Student Orientation Leaders for next Fall are
now available In the Union Activities Office.
DELTA PHI DELTA
Will meet In Room 105 of the
Art Building at 6:45 p.m. today
anl will show 1967 slides.
*
*
*
SPANISH CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. today In

period for extended library hours.
Dr. Rogers said certain trends
were observed.
The extended hours were used
much more heavily during exams
than any other time. Students
tend to be using their own materials and not the library's. Dr.
Rogers also pointed out that the
library will have the same budget
next year and no additional funds
for extended hours.
Finally, fewer girls took advantage of the extra hour for the obvious reason of the women's curfew. Tills has also caused problem ? with stulent workers.
Dr. Rogers said the library Is
well equipped In government documents, with approximately 200,000

Support The Man

over ended the advance.
Even under Commiinlst control,
Bulgarian Utera'ure is flourishing
and freedom of expression is increasing, Dr. Ognjanoff said, but
only by gaining more freedom can
Bulgarian literature reach its
highest degree of creativity.
Dr. Ognjanoff Is currently president of the Bulgarian Academy of
Arts and Letters in Munich, Germany, and Bulgarian cultural affairs editor for Radio Free Europe.
In 1956-57 he worked with the
Voice of Ami-rlca. He Is a recognized International Journalist
and is author of a cultural history
of Bulgaria published In Germany
in 1967.
He is scheduled to speak on
another phase of Bulgarian literature at 7 tonight In the White
Dogwood Room.
Dr. Ognjanoff's visit is sponsored by the Bowilnj Gresn Alumni
Association.

lithe,
light
and
lively

the first floor Lounge of Harsnman D.
*
*
*

With Integrity

FLYING CLUB MEETING
Plans will be finalized concerning the MAC Flying Meet to be
held at Bowling Green on Saturday, April 27, at a meeting at
6:45 pm today in room 100 of
Hayes Hall.

EUGENE

form-fitting

MCCARTHY

SWIM
TRUNKS

354-1894

Congrats Carl

in comparison with other universities. Our books and Journals
are about 25 per cent below the
number needed to support a university of this size. "This relates to the problems we had In
the old building," Dr. Rogers —
said.
The old library simply could not
house additional books and staff.
It had up to 11,— uncatalogued
books due to lack of space. The
administration is co-operatlnj fully, and the book budget is 60
per cent higher this year than last,
Dr. Rogers said.
Dr. Rogers said that the biggest problem concerning student
co-operation In the library Is the
snack area. The area tends to
get very messy during the evening because students fall to use
the waste baskets provided, he
said.
Students should not take food to
other parts of the library. Noise
and congestion have likewise been
serious. The staff has recommended the snack area be closed.
The library advisory committee
and the administration will be
consulted before any such action
occurs, Dr. Itogers said.
Since it Is a new program at
B.C., the research library and
Its purpose is not completely understood by most students. Dr.
Itogers pointed out that It Is intended for faculty, graduate students and undergraduates doing
advanced work.
The college library was designed
for the undergraduate, and most
books to support unlergraduate
courses can be found in It. Dr.
Itogers said recent surveys have
shown that the majority of those
using the study booths In the upper levels were undergraduates,
and over half of these students
were using their own materials.
"I would like to urge these students to use the study areas on
the college library level," Dr.
Rogers concluded.

by

JANTZEN

and Candy Kid
FROM
Peggy and Hahnski
DRIVERS NEEDED
Volunteers with cars needed to transport
children from Toledo to Bowling Green and
return, this Saturday, April 27. Children
are to leave Toledo at 12:30 and return at 4.
An/one interested contact Gene at 352-1263,
Connie, 435 K-B, 3245, or Johanne, 129
Prout, 3177.

Firmly fashionable, the look
and the movement is trim and right.
Snug Lastex in smart solids.

Ittttirrattij
532 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Costello Able Contender
For MAC Campionship
By DAVE EGBERT
Sports Writer
M Ike C o s t e 11 o, a sophom. ire
member of the tennis team, fanes
two very important dates In the*
near future.
The first Is April 30, when
Bowling Green faces ltsdown-theroad rival Toledo. Costello and
the rest of his teammates want a
win over the Rockets who are
tabbed as the favorite to capture
the MAC crown.
After that, Costello has setablg
goal for hlmself-an Individual title
as the No. 3 man at the MidAmerican Conference Championships at Kent State, May 17-18.
He's got a good shot at It, too,
as he has already defeated opponents from Ohio U., Kent State
and Marshall. Miami Is very weak
this year so only Western Michigan
and Toledo seem to stand In his
way.
Costello figures to find his biggest obstacle In TU's Mike Ducey.
As a sophom.ire Ducey racked up
an lmpressivelG-3recordln
singles action.
Strong points for Costello seem
to be quick moves and a good
passing shot when opponents rush
the net.
"Mike Is a real fine competitor, he's got desire," com nented
Falcon coach Robert K°efe. "He's
shown a lot of lmnrovenifnt this
year, winning more points because
of extra aggressiveness that he's
developed."
I.Ike most players, though, Costello has weaknesses that he must
work on.
"I have to wjrk on my serve,
definitely my weakest stroke. My
backhand and forehand are of about
equal ability," said Costello.
The past has been highly successful for Costello.
In his freshman year at Defiance High School, Costello com-

piled an 8-0 mark as No. 2 m?.n
on the team. His final two years
In the No. 1 position saw him compile a record of 23-5.
During this time, Costello captured 3 sectional titles and 3
district titles. He capped It all
off his senior year by going to
the state semi-finals before bowing
out C-3, G-4, to the eventual state
cham; Ion, Chuck Parsons of
Springfield.
Summer finds Costello working
on his game for 2-2 1/2 hours a
day. For the past 4 years he
has won the Defiance tennis lournament In singles an 1 joined with
Ball State's Dick Masenoacher, has
garnered the doubles title.
Generally regarded as better
at singles than doubles, Costello
has begun to show improvement In
doubles play.
"His problem up to now has
been teamwork because he didn't
really work at doubles during high
school. Still, he anl Dm Norrls
have a 5-2 mark, the best record
on the team" said Coach Keefe.
In singles, Costello finished 3-1
last year as No. 1 man on the
freshman team, losing only to Kent
State. This year he's started out
fast with a record of 6-1.
Costello, when younger, had always liked BG, and thought he
would probably enroll when he
reached college age. He also
picked BG because of its location
and its coach.
After graduating, Costello would
like to get a job coaching high
school tennis.
If you should happen to wander
by Dsflance during summer, it's
a good bet you'll see a determined
Mike Costello out at the courts
devoting a lot of practice time on
his game; a big reason for the •
tennis success he's enjoyed so far :
at Bowling G--een.

Mixed Emotions Over
Bill Fitch's 'Step Up'
By MIKE CO:i£

Assistant Sports Editor
"Mr, Cnalrm.vn, the state of
Iowa, the home of Bill Fitch. .."
After the completion of this phrase

Morgarum

Hartzell

the rest was lost in the loud cheering by those attending the Mock
Republican Convention. Thus go
the sentiments of BG fans toward
B-.ll Fitch.
Even two weeks after his resignation, Bill Fitch Is still the talk
of the campus. The personable
young coach, who led Bowling
Green to an outstanding season,
won a spot In the hearts of Bowling Green fans an I will undoubtedly make life for future coaches
a hard thing to cope with.
Harry Woodend, a senior In
the Co'.lege of Education from
Windsor, Ontario, feels that Fitch
Is doing the right thing. "Going
to the University of Minnesota
Is definitely a climb up the coaching ladder. He was it the top
here, and the next step is to a
bigger school. Minnesota Is not
a first-rate basketball school, but
they feel that perhaps Bill Fitch
will make them that."
Woodend added, "If he has used
Bowling Green as a stepping stone,
then I am a little anjry, but I
think that the opportunity came
and he decided to take It. I'm
sorry to see Mm go."
"My first reaction at his
resignation was bitter horror,"

said I.lnda Brooke, a sophomore
In education from Defiance. I think
the world of Coach Fitch, but he
kivjwi what he Is doing. It was
a good break for him, but I don't
know what we're going to do."
Stan Hartzell, a freshman In
business from Greenville, said,
"He did right for his own sake,
going on to bigger and better
things. It shocked me at first. I
wondered way he would want to
resign, but It's understandable-It is quite a step up,"
Jim Brenner, a freshman In
liberal arts from Flndlay, commented, "I think it is very unfortunate for us that he resigned."
"I sure didn't want him to resign," came the comment from
leannle Mirgarum, sophomore in
education from Columbus. "He
was such a good coach, but an
offer to move up to the Big Ten
Is too good to pass up, and I'm
happy for him."
From the faculty standpoint Dr.
Gleado.i H. Steele, associate professor of English, brought up tills
point, "In a way It is a compliment to Bowling Green when
a Big Ten School comes to us
for our coach. A man must advance while he can, and I am glad
that he had the opportunity."
It may be an honor and a compliment to Bowling Green that
Fitch Is going to Minnesota, but
to fans it will be a loss. . .one
that they won't forget for a season or two"

Mike Costello

BG-TU Golf Match
To Closo Course
Due to a golf match to; morrow afternoon with Tol: edo, the golf course will be
: closed from 12:15 until 2:30

Golfer's Goof
His Own Fault

By GREG VARI.EY
Assistant Sports Editor
Roberto deVincenzo entered a golf tournament and won—and then
lost. The mistake made on the score card mu embarrassing enough—
but deVincenzo did It in front of millions of sports fans—and the
tournament he lost was the Masters'.
It should have ended there, but the result of that mistake went
far beyond the course. All members of the sports fraternity took
the opportunity to express their opinion on rules vital to the maintenance of a sound athletic system.
Sure, everyone at the fateful hole knew Roberto made a birdie and
everyone watching the tube heard the convnr'ntary. Most likely Roberto
himself knew he made that putt but he didn't have the score that was
marked on his card.
He didn't change that score and he made the greater mistake of
s'gnlng the card. This showed he either didn't know or care that
there was a four, not three, where the score from the 17th hole was
marked.
The fault was not on the rule, but on the man who signed the card.
Golf, unlike many other sports, is individual. The responsibility
for a player's card and final score lies with the person himself and
no one else.
The players know the rules - they have to. Otherwise chaos would
result In every stop on the clrcut.
circuit.
It is the players' own association which makes the rules. The
members of the PGA and amateurs playing In tournaments must
abide by these.
The gentleman from Argentina realized he made a mistake and
accepted the fact - so did his fellow llnkmasters - too bad the public
couldn't take the same attitude.
It's too bad that people watching couldn't realize that golf did not
cheat Roberto deVincenzo. He made his own mistake and paid the
penalty.
A football player sets his team back 15 yards If caught clipping,
and a baseball player takes a long walk If he utters "un-nlceltles"
to the fellow In the blue.
The fans have learned to accept these mistakes and accept the
punishments which go along with them.
Then what makes golf so different? Nothing, except that It Is an
individual sport. They feel sorry for the player who makes a mistake
that costs him a tournament, but feel anger towards the football
player whose mistake costs his team the game.
Both players make a mistake. Neither was Intentional but both
had their mutual results.
Except In the eyes of the fan.
Rules are rules - It makes little difference whether they are made
for a team or a single competitor - they are made to be followed.
Participants in sports have learned to accept them. Maybe someday everyone else will too.

BG Downs Findlay
FINDLAY — Led byJohnKnox's
three hits and the six hit pitching
of John Heft and Doug Welby the
Bowling Green Falcons recorded
a 7-1 win over Flndlay.
Knox was the hero for the Falcons as he knocked In what proved
to be the winning run in the second

when he singled in Shortstop Mel
Karnhem who had walked.
John Heft had little trouble with
the home team as he yielded only
one run In the six innings which
he hurled. Welby cam: In and
blanked the visitors for the final
three frames.

LIVING AT GREENYIEW APARTMENTS
OFFERS A LOT

WELL WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
A
A
A
A
A
A

-

Swimming Pool
Permanent Putting Green
Party House
Lounge
Commercial Laundry
SPECIAL STUDENT LEASE
As Little As $150.00 per quarter per
Student Including Utilities

A - New One Bedroom completely Furnished Apartment that Rents For
$115.00 Per Month
A - New Efficiency Apartment that
Rents For $100.00 Per Month
A . New Large Patio & BBQ Area

BELIEVE US!

Woodend

Steel.

¥*

SEE DAVE MISCH APT. 1 214 NAPOLEON RD, . 352-1195

